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Abstract—Millimeter-wave is the core technology for current
wireless standards to enable multi-Gbps throughput and ultra-
low latency connectivity. However, designing reliable mmWave
networks that provide high quality of service is challenging
because of the extreme sparsity of the mmWave channel and
frequent unavailability of the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) path. To this
end, we propose a primitive to detect the state of the LOS path
across the entire mmWave frequency band in a frequency-agnostic
manner. The primitive leverages two key observations: under
open LOS, the path is correlated between any two mmWave
frequencies; and under the blockage, such correlation disappears.
Such a primitive allows a mmWave picocell to achieve the latency
of handover below sub-millisecond consistently, change its PHY,
MAC, and Network layer policies at run-time adaptively, and
ensure the link doesn’t suffer from outage proactively. We have
validated this primitive on three distinct mmWave frequency
bands: 24 GHz; 77 GHz; and 122 GHz, and in the future, we
propose to extend the validation to several mmWave frequencies,
up to 300 GHz. We also discuss the system-level challenges
pertaining to design and implementation of such a primitive for
a practical, flexible mmWave networking stack.

Index Terms—Millimeter-wave networks, Line-Of-Sight block-
age, Frequency-agnostic blockage detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter-wave is the core, new technology for current
wireless standards and infrastructures, and is the key enabler
for applications that demand multiple Gbps throughput and
ultra-low latency connectivity [1]. Although most of the
millimeter-wave (mmWave) standards and devices operate
below 70 GHz today due to price, policy, and performance
[2], some of the successes of 5G have triggered significant
interests in academia, industry, and government to explore
beyond that limit. Significant research investments from pro-
grams, like the DARPA’s T-MUSIC and the European Union’s
H2020 promise to not only improve the device performances
but also drive down their price substantially. Besides, FCC
recently de-regularized 21 GHz bandwidth above 95 GHz
spectrum and now allows permission for experimental licenses
up to 3 THz. These critical steps and investments will enable
new networking, sensing, imaging, and health services and
applications beyond what is promised in 5G [2].

Specifically, the recent availability of inexpensive hardware
above 100 GHz [3; 4] makes the time ripe for bringing higher-
frequency mmWave networks and applications to the masses.
This will catalyze our vision of a future network architecture
(Figure 1[c]): Extremely high density of inexpensive picocells,
each with thousands of beam directions, deployed on indoor

and outdoor structures and operating on hundreds of frequency
bands, anywhere from 24 to 170 GHz. However, realizing
such networks in practice is challenging. At mmWave, the
signal power tends to concentrate around the Line-Of-Sight
(LOS) path and a few Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS) paths from
strong reflectors: In practice, the number of such paths is
only 2 or 3 [5]–[9]. Unavailability or misalignment of the
dominating paths, especially the LOS, can substantially de-
grade the mmWave link’s quality of service. MmWave devices
can electronically steer beams to track the most dominating
path [10]–[13], but the tracking does not guarantee reliable
connectivity during the blockage. Besides, there is no scheme
that can determine the LOS path’s availability or quality in a
scalable, frequency-agnostic manner.

Early detection of the LOS path’s quality and state can
enable ultra-reliable, low-latency connectivity and can become
a primitive for ubiquitous mmWave networks. This primitive
allows a picocell to proactively ensure that the link doesn’t
suffer from an outage, to consistently achieve the latency of
handover below sub-millisecond, and to adaptively change its
PHY, MAC, and Network layer policies at run-time, such
as determining the aggressiveness of beam tracking, rate
adaptation, power adaptation, and traffic shaping. Figures 1(a–
c) show a few of the potential applications of such a primitive.
In particular, it can enable the five scenarios below:

• The picocell can proactively coordinate among the neighbors
to enable a fast handover of data and control flow reliably
without incurring additional latencies.

• Fast-moving aerial platforms, such as drones, can adapt their
paths dynamically to enable reliable aerial networks.

• City-wide mesh networks can be deployed in a frequency-
agnostic manner, and picocells on the mesh can load-balance
adaptively without relying on a fixed, central policy.

• These picocells can also route data in a scalable, reliable
manner under occasional disruptions, while still achieving
sub-millisecond latency consistently.

• Finally, picocells can release licensed spectrum dynamically
when LOS is blocked to enable fast spectrum sharing;
besides, they can also use unlicensed spectrum to detect
the LOS state without using licensed spectrum, thus, saving
precious channel resources.

To this end, we propose a LOS state detection primitive
(blocked or not); it operates in a frequency-agnostic manner
across the entire mmWave frequency band: between 24 GHz
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Fig. 1: A few applications of the LOS state detection: (a) Fast data handover between picocells; (b) Fast control handover for mobile
platforms, and network-optimized path planning for aerial platforms; (c) City-wide frequency-agnostic mesh deployment with efficient load-
balancing and ultra-reliable, low-latency switching.

to 300 GHz. The fundamental approach uses two mmWave
frequencies, that are far apart from each other, to infer the
LOS state of the other mmWave frequencies. Our key idea is
intuitive: When the LOS is open between the transmitter and
receiver, the difference of the received powers (in dB) between
any two mmWave frequencies should follow an almost con-
stant relationship, since the medium is unobstructed. However,
under the presence of a blockage on LOS, this difference
should vary randomly; this is because the same blocker and
NLOS reflectors affect the signal powers of different mmWave
frequencies differently [8; 14]–[17].

We have validated this primitive on a small-scale indoor
testbed with Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) platforms op-
erating at three distinct mmWave frequency bands: 24 GHz;
77 GHz; and 122 GHz. In the future, we propose to extend
the validation to small and large-scale outdoor settings with
several mmWave frequencies, up to 300 GHz. In Section IV,
we also discuss the system-level challenges in designing and
implementing this primitive.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Millimeter-Wave Devices and Standards: MmWave de-
vices and standards operate at a very high frequency and wide
bandwidth. For example, existing devices for 5G NR and IEEE
802.11ay operate at the frequency ranges between 26.5–29.5
GHz and 57–71 GHz. Specifically, IEEE 802.11ad devices
operate on the unlicensed 60 GHz mmWave, and use 2.16
GHz bandwidth to achieve peak bit-rate up to 7 Gbps. Since
mmWave channel has a high signal propagation loss, both the
standards use phased-array antennas to create electronically
steerable beams for signal strength compensation. The small
form factor of mmWave radio-frequency components and
elements also allows integration of multiple antennas into
mobile devices.

Millimeter-Wave Measurements and Modeling: Existing
research works have extensively characterized mmWave wire-
less channels below 90 GHz. The measurements and models
identified the effects of distance, environmental reflection,
blockage, and statistical properties, such as path loss exponent,
delay spread, and angle of arrival distribution [5]–[7; 9;
14; 18]–[21]. Recent works are also looking at the channel
characteristics of higher-frequency mmWave: at 140 GHz [15];
between 110–170 GHz [16]; and around 300 GHz [17]. They

demonstrate that the LOS power in mmWave channel follows
a well-established free-space path loss model. The channel is
also extremely sparse, i.e., there exist only a few paths between
the transmitter and receiver. Due to such sparsity, mobility
and blockage pose grand challenges in designing ultra-reliable
mmWave networks.

Millimeter-Wave Link and Network Adaptation: Recent
compressed sensing solutions exploit this sparsity of mmWave
channel to design scalable beam tracking algorithms [10]; yet
they require high computational overhead and may not scale
well in practical deployments. Many mmWave systems [11;
12; 22] also explored ways to estimate the beam quality with
minimum computation and measurement overheads. But, a
fast beam tracking cannot guarantee reliable connectivity to
a picocell during the blockage. Moreover, all the existing link
and network adaptation algorithms have been validated for
mmWave devices operating below 90 GHz [8; 11; 22; 23].

Cross-Frequency Channel Prediction: Prior works, such as
[24; 25], used correlation across lower-frequency microwave
bands to predict the channel quality without explicit measure-
ment. For example, [24] built a machine learning tool that
captures such correlation implicitly and infers the best quality
alternative Wi-Fi channel without probing. [25] enabled LTE
base stations to infer the downlink channel by measuring the
same user’s uplink channel. Recently, [26; 27] leveraged the
sub-6 GHz channel to narrow down 60 GHz beam tracking
space. In contrast, our proposed approach can bring such
a prediction across the entire mmWave frequency band and
enable a flexible networking stack.

Multiple Radio Interface Collaboration: Existing works
on multi-radio collaboration at the microwave bands have
focused on four aspects: traffic management [28; 29]; mobility
management [30]; energy-efficiency [31; 32]; and routing in
multi-band mesh networks [33]–[35]. Also, to enable reliable
connectivity and seamless transition from microwave, both 5G
NR and IEEE 802.11ad/ay adopted the dual-use of sub-6 GHz
and mmWave on user devices and picocells. These standards
already specify the MAC-level control and coordination pro-
cedures between the picocells and users, to allow the traffic to
migrate in between multiple interfaces, and to allow reliability
and transparency to higher-layer protocols. Our proposed work
is complementary to the existing systems and can benefit from
the standardized protocols’ evolution.
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Fig. 2: Primitive for LOS state detection: (a–b) Under open LOS, received power difference between LOS paths of any two mmWave
frequencies follows an almost constant relationship; the picocell tracks this difference continuously; (c–d) Under LOS path blockage, this
difference deviates away since the same blockage affects the two frequencies differently.

III. LOS STATE DETECTION PRIMITIVE

Our LOS state detection primitive is based on two factors:
the past measurement observations that show the same blocker
and NLOS reflectors affect the powers of different mmWave
frequencies differently [8; 14]–[17]; and our intuition that
under an open LOS, the difference of the received powers (in
dB) between any two mmWave frequencies follows an almost
constant relationship. Figures 2(a–d) show a run-time LOS
state detection approach. Imagine a picocell, mounted on a
road-side lamp-post, operating at three mmWave frequencies:
24 GHz; 77 GHz; and 122 GHz. When a user is connected to
it, the picocell can track the LOS power difference between
the currently operational mmWave, say 24 GHz, and one of
the other mmWave frequencies, say 77 GHz. Intuitively, under
an open LOS, this power difference will remain constant,
since the medium is unobstructed. However, when the LOS is
blocked, this difference will vary significantly. Based on this
variance, the picocell can infer the LOS path’s state quickly.
We now briefly discuss the rationale behind this intuition.

A. Rationale

Consider two mmWave devices that are d distance apart and
are operating at frequency f . Under an open LOS, the received
signal power of the LOS path follows the free space model
[14]–[17], and is given by:

P = k · ( λ

4πd
)2 (1)

Where λ is the wavelength of the wireless signal (λ = c/f ,
c ≈ 3 × 108m/s, is the constant speed of wave), and k is
the constant gain from three factors: transmit beam; trans-
mit power; and receive beam. If the mmWave devices are
transmitting and receiving at two separate frequencies, with
wavelengths λ1 and λ2, then the corresponding LOS signal
powers will be:

P1 = k1 · (
λ1

4πd1
)2; P2 = k2 · (

λ2
4πd2

)2; (2)

The gain from the transmit beam, transmit power, and
receive beam are different for the two frequencies. However,
for co-located antennas, the corresponding distances of the
LOS for each frequency are almost the same, i.e., d1 ≈ d2.
Thus, the ratio of the two LOS powers is given by:

P1

P2
=
k1
k2

· (λ1
λ2

)2 · (d2
d1

)2 ≈ k1
k2

· (λ1
λ2

)2

Moreover, if the two mmWave frequencies are using a fixed
transmit beam, transmit power, and receiver beam, then both
k1 and k2 remain constant over time. So, the power difference
(in dB) between the LOS paths would also remain constant:

Power difference (dB) = 10log10(P1)− 10log10(P2)

= 10log10(
P1

P2
) ≈ 10log10(

k1
k2

· (λ1
λ2

)2) = Constant (3)

However, when the LOS is blocked, the signals no longer
follow the free space model since they partially get absorbed,
reflected, or refracted by the object in between the transmitter
and the receiver. Furthermore, such absorptions, reflections,
and refractions are frequency-dependent [8; 14]–[17]. Hence,
under the LOS blockage, the power difference in Eq. 3 would
fluctuate randomly. Thus, the presence/absence of LOS block-
age can be inferred from the absence/presence of invariance
in the power difference.

B. Measurements

Platforms: To validate this model, we use COTS platforms,
from the Texas Instruments and the Silicon Radar GmbH,
operating at three distinct mmWave frequencies on the ISM
bands: 24 GHz; 77 GHz; and 122 GHz [3; 36]. Figures 3(a–
c) show the platforms. All three platforms use phased-array
antennas to transmit and receive mmWave signals; besides, the
transmitters also use fixed powers below the FCC’s limit. The
24 GHz platform operates on a 3.1 GHz channel bandwidth
at 23.2–26.3 GHz frequency band, and we fix the center
frequency at 23.7 GHz. The 77 GHz platform operates on
a 5 GHz channel bandwidth at 76–81 GHz, and we fix the
center frequency at 77 GHz. Finally, the 122 GHz platform
operates on a 6.8 GHz bandwidth at 119.1–125.9 GHz, and
we fix the center frequency at 119.6 GHz. The platforms are
designed for radar applications; so they are unable to measure
the signal power from distant transmitters. To overcome this
limitation, we used a strong metallic reflector in front of the
platform; since it reflects back all the signal power without
any absorption, it emulates a transmitter. Each phased-array
antenna can generate multiple beam directions, but throughout



all our measurements, we use the widest transmit and receive
beams. All the mmWave platforms are connected to data
capture modules to gather measurements in real-time, and
we transfer them via an Ethernet cable to a host laptop for
analysis. In order to keep the signal path resolution the same
across all three mmWave frequency bands, and in order to be
FCC-compliant, we use only 1 GHz bandwidth. This allows all
three platforms to resolve the signal paths with 1 ns resolution.

Signal Powers Across LOS and NLOS: To understand
the signal power distribution across the LOS and NLOS
paths, we measure the mmWave channels at three distinct
frequencies but at the same time and space. We set up a
receiver 1.8 m. away from a transmitter on a programmable
rotating platform (see Figure 4[a]). To measure the signal
powers from multiple directions and time, we program the
rotating and mmWave platforms to rotate at 2◦ angular steps
and collect measurements across the 1 GHz bandwidth. This
setup allows resolving signal power from different paths with
2◦ space resolution and 1 ns time resolution, sufficient to
discriminate all the LOS and NLOS paths.

Figures 4(b–d) show the temporal profiles of the received
signal power at 0◦, i.e., the receiver pointing directly towards

the transmitter. Note that the profile is extremely sparse
across all three frequencies, with most of the signal power
concentrated in the LOS. Figures 4(e–g) also show the signal
power distribution across space; again, the most dominating
path is the LOS, and only a few NLOS paths are concentrated
around a few directions. Besides, as we move to higher
frequencies, the same NLOS reflectors exhibit more roughness
because the signal’s wavelength is smaller [2]. These space-
time measurements show that the NLOS paths do not have a
strong relationship among different frequencies; but, the LOS
paths are well-aligned across all three frequencies.

LOS Relationship Across the mmWave Frequencies: To
understand the LOS paths’ relationship across the mmWave
frequencies, we measure the spatial and temporal profiles at 75
different indoor locations in a home. Both the transmitter and
receiver remain static, and the distance between them varies
from 1 m. to 10 m. For each of the locations, first, we measure
the signal power distribution under open LOS. Then, we re-
measure the distribution by blocking the LOS with random
objects and the human body. Finally, for each of the scenarios,
we calculate the power difference (in dB) between the pair of
frequencies: 24 – 77 GHz; 77 – 122 GHz; and 24 – 122 GHz.

(a)

λ = 12.49 mm.

(b)

λ = 3.89 mm.

(c)

λ = 2.46 mm.

Fig. 3: Phased-array antennas at three mmWave frequencies: (a) 24 GHz; (b) 77 GHz; and (c) 122 GHz. The wavelength, λ, is shown
above: It determines the antenna dimensions.
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Fig. 4: (a) Measurement setup: the Rx is placed on a programmable rotating platform; Signal powers in space and time at three mmWave
frequencies: 24 GHz; 77 GHz; and 122 GHz. The signal amplitudes are normalized. (b–d) Temporal profiles at 0 degree angle; and (e–g)
Spatial profiles. The measurements show that LOS paths are well-aligned and correlated; but, the NLOS paths are not, since the same NLOS
reflectors exhibit more roughness at higher frequencies and smaller wavelengths.
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Fig. 5: Signal power difference of the paths between pair of mmWave frequencies: 24 – 77 GHz; 77 – 122 GHz; and 24 – 122 GHz. (a–c)
Under open LOS; and (d–f) When LOS is blocked. The flat distributions under blockage indicate the large variance of the power difference;
but, the sharp distributions under open LOS indicate the LOS paths are not only well-aligned but also correlated. So, the LOS path’s state
can be inferred based on this variance of the power difference.

Figures 5(a–f) show the aggregated results from all the in-
door locations. Each plot shows the empirical probability dis-
tribution of the power difference between the pair of mmWave
frequencies under open LOS and blocked LOS. When there
is an object or human body in between the transmitter and
receiver, the power difference varies significantly, indicating
that the LOS is blocked. For example, Figure 5(d) shows the
power difference between the 24 GHz and 77 GHz when LOS
is blocked; it varies from -10 to 47 dB with a mean 15.33
dB and a standard deviation of 8.58 dB. However, Figures
5(a–c) show sharp distribution profiles indicating that when
LOS is open, the paths align well, the signal follows the free
space, and the power difference follows an almost constant
relationship. Thus, the picocells can infer the LOS path’s state
based on the power difference variance.

IV. PRACTICAL CHALLENGES

Challenges with Mobile Devices: While it is possible to
mount several mmWave radios on a picocell, it may not
always be feasible for a mobile device due to constraints
from power, circuit area, and price. However, we note that
the 5G NR standard already proposes the use of multiple
mmWave bands: 26.5 GHz–29.5 GHz; and 37.0 GHz–40.0
GHz. Besides, mmWave WLAN, like IEEE 802.11ad, operates
on an unlicensed 57–71 GHz band. Thus, in the future, we
can expect mobile devices to be integrated with at least 2
or 3 mmWave radios, and as 5G deployment accelerates and
widely gets adopted, the devices’ volume productions would
drive down the price for multi-radio substantially.

Our primitive assumes that the gains from the transmit beam,
transmit power, and receive beam remain constant. This is
a valid assumption for a fixed point-to-point mmWave link
or mesh network. However, it may not always hold true
for mobile devices. In principle, for mobile connectivity, all
three parameters can change when the device moves or is far
away from the picocell. But we note that such changes are

deterministic and are known a priori to the picocell. Thus, it
can infer the LOS path’s state for mobile devices. In the future,
we will evaluate this primitive for mobile mmWave devices.

Challenges with Robust State Detection: Our primitive
relies on the assumption that the same blocker and NLOS
reflectors affect the powers of different mmWave frequencies
differently: Prior measurements have shown this assumption’s
validity at 28, 38, 60, 73 GHz [8; 14], and more recently at 140
GHz, between 110–170 GHz, and around 300 GHz [15]–[17].
Moreover, our experiments in Section III validate the intuition
that under open LOS, the difference of the received powers
between a pair of mmWave frequencies follow an almost
constant relationship. Still, the distribution of power difference
in Figures 5(a–c) has a non-zero standard deviation between
1–2.5 dB, i.e., there could be certain cases where such constant
relationship may not hold. Such standard deviations occur for
various reasons, such as gain fluctuations, noise, etc. Thus,
the picocell may falsely detect the LOS path’s state, which
may lead to false triggers of the interface, picocell, or policy
change. In the future, we propose to explore a probabilistic
state detection primitive in order to be more robust against
gain fluctuations and measurement noise.

V. FUTURE WORKS

Validating LOS State Detection Primitive Extensively:
We have validated the detection primitive on the off-the-
shelf platforms; yet, the validation is limited to an indoor
environment. In the future, we propose to extend the validation
to small-scale outdoor settings. Furthermore, we will validate
it in a city-wide pedestrian and aerial mmWave testbeds:
COSMOS [37] and AERPAW [38]. Besides, we propose to
validate the primitive in more mmWave frequencies as more
testbeds open up and become accessible to us.

Estimating Quality of LOS Path and Identifying Corre-
lation for NLOS Paths: In practice, mmWave signal power
tends to concentrate around 2 or 3 dominating paths: 1 LOS



path, and 1 or 2 NLOS paths. Open LOS paths between any
pair of mmWave frequencies are always correlated in strength
and direction, and our primitive uses such correlation to detect
the state of the LOS path. In the future, we propose to extend
the primitive to estimate the quality of the LOS paths of
other mmWave frequencies. Moreover, NLOS paths may not
be correlated in strength since the objects in the environment
show different reflection, diffraction, and absorption proper-
ties across different mmWave frequencies. Yet, some of the
directions of strong NLOS paths may align well. We propose
to leverage this intuition to explore the potential relationship
among NLOS paths. This can further open up several avenues
of new research directions: from predictable PHY performance
at various mmWave frequencies using any arbitrary mmWave
band to new modalities of MAC and network layers.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a primitive to detect the state of
the LOS path across the entire mmWave frequency band. The
primitive leverages two key observations: under open LOS,
the LOS path is correlated between any two mmWave fre-
quencies; and under the blockage, Such primitive could enable
high-quality and resilience mmWave networks operating on
multiple frequency bands. We use testbed experiments from
COTS mmWave devices to demonstrate the validity of the
primitive. In the future, we will validate it under several
mmWave frequencies, up to 300 GHz, in small and large scale
outdoor settings. We will also build on this preliminary work
to get a deeper understanding of the correlation properties of
LOS and NLOS paths across the entire mmWave spectrum,
and to design and implement such a primitive for a practical,
flexible mmWave networking stack. Overall, we believe, such
a primitive can become a core enabler for ultra-reliable, low-
latency, and ubiquitous mmWave networks.
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